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Outline 
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•  Introductory concepts, definitions and driving 
considerations 

•  The Sci-GaIA Open Science Platform 

•  Summary and conclusions 



The Scientific Method 
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•  Examples	of	IR:		
•  Classical	

Mechanics	
•  Newton’s	

Gravita4on	
Theory	

	
•  Examples	of	DR:		

•  General	Rela4vity	
•  Standard	Model	

of	Par4cle	Physics		

G.	Galilei	



The “output” of the Scientific Method: papers and publications 
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Marked a real Scientific Revolution in the 17th century   
but… it is almost the same since then 



The Pillars of the Scientific Method 
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•  Repeatability 
•  The closeness of agreement between independent 

results obtained with the same method on identical test 
material, under the same conditions (same operator, 
same apparatus, same laboratory and after short intervals 
of time) 

•  Affected by random errors 
 

•  Reproducibility 
•  The closeness of agreement between independent 

results obtained with the same method on identical test 
material but under different conditions (different 
operators, different apparatus, different laboratories and/
or after different intervals of time) 

•  Affected by systematic errors 

Is science really reproducible? 



Challenges in irreproducible research 
(http://www.nature.com/nature/focus/reproducibility/index.html) 
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The “reproducibility crisis” 
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1.  Ioannidis et al., 2009. Repeatability of published microarray gene expression analyses. Nature Genetics 41: 14 
2.  Science publishing: The trouble with retractions http://www.nature.com/news/2011/111005/full/478026a.html 
3.  Bjorn Brembs: Open Access and the looming crisis in science 

https://theconversation.com/open-access-and-the-looming-crisis-in-science-14950  

Out	of	18	microarray	papers,	results	
from	10	could	not	be	reproduced	



Repeatability and Reproducibility are not all… 
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Open Science (definitions) 
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}  “Open Science refers to a scientific culture that is 
characterized by its openness. Scientists share results  
almost immediately and with a very wide audience” 

}  http://book.openingscience.org 

}  “Open science is a means and not an end in itself 
and it is much more than just open access to 
publications or data; it includes many aspects and 
stages of research processes thus enabling full 
reproducibility and re-usability of scientific results” 

}  OECD (2015), “Making Open Science a Reality”, OECD Science 
Technology and Industry Policy Papers, No. 25, OECD Publishing, 
Paris. http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5jrs2f963zs1-en 



Open Science (enablers) 
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The Sci-GaIA Federated Platform for an Open Science Commons in Africa 

www.sci-gaia.eu/osp/		



“Who’s this science of?” 
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How to provide authorship to research products? 



ORCID  
(www.orcid.org – becoming a “de facto” standard) 
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More than 2 million ORCID IDs so far 



ORCID:  
search & link your works having DataCite DOIs 
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ORCID:  
add your research products to your ORCID profile 
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v	

<a	
Sci-GaIA and ORCID officially collaborate in the  

context of a Memorandum of Understanding 



Summary and conclusions 
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•  The Open Science vision can be implemented only if the 
“openness” paradigm becomes pervasive in day-by-day research 

•  Science outputs’ reproducibility, but also re-usability and 
extensibility, are key to walk through the “knowledge path” in both 
directions 

•  The Sci-GaIA project is strongly committed to promote the uptake 
of the Open Science paradigm and it’s building a viable federated 
platform for Open Science Commons across Europe and Africa 

•  A novel approach connects Open Access Repositories to Science 
Gateways and exploit e-Infrastructures worldwide to easily 
reproduce/extend scientific analyses and provide full authorship to 
researchers 

•  The connection with DataCite and ORCID will provide full 
authorship (and hence credit, reputation and visibility) for all 
products of a scientist → this is key for a correct evaluation of 
research 



Join us on the e-Infrastructure forum: http://discourse.sci-gaia.eu  
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Thank you!  
sci-gaia.eu 

info@sci-gaia.eu 
 
 


